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Change
Chinese believed that earth’s magnetic field forces are in constant movement in
accordance with planetary bodies’ movement, and the energies related to the time
dimension do not stay the same. For instance, Saturn and Jupiter come into a new
alignment every 20 years and such an occurrence will result in changes of magnetic
field forces. These changes thus filter down to earth and human beings. In Feng
Shui, the time element is crucial. No person, home or office enjoys good cycles or
bad
bad cycles forever. Different cyclical patterns of energies have different weaknesses
and strengths depending on the Period at hand.
-we do not believe in lucks but opportunities

Is your front door facing the staircase?
A staircase directly facing the main door is recognized as a ‘leakage’ of wealth.
Many of my clients in the United States face the problem of their staircases directly
facing the main door and they indeed experience difficulty in sustaining wealth.
Avoid such a house setting if possible. However, if it cannot be avoided, the issue
can be solved by placing a plant at least three feet tall and with big leafs to sustain
the outflow of energy. Take a minute to think of the logic behind such a rationale:
the flow of energies from upstairs directly exiting out the door is not something
superstitious, just some common sense.

Face Reading Tips:
Tips
何知人家漸漸榮,顴如朱色眼如星.
How do you know that this person is getting better and quality of life improve? His cheekbones are
red or brown and eyes are firm with spirit.

何知人家漸漸貧,面如水洗耳生塵.
How do you know that this person is getting poor? His face is pale with grey oorr black color ears.
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